
w r ap  k n o t
STEP ONE // Arrange the cords in a bunch (grey).  Fold the 30cm 
cord into a loop just beyond the area you plan to wrap, and bring 
the working end back across. 

STEP TWO // Wrap the 30cm cord around the bundle and the 
loop, starting about 5cm below the loop. 

STEP THREE // Continue wrapping the cord around the bundle. 
Make sure it is snug. Continue wrapping firmly, until you have 
about 2cm of loop left at the top. 

STEP FOUR // Pass the remainder of the 30cm cord through the 
loop hole.Pull it all the way through, holding the bundle firmly so 
the wraps do not loosen.

STEP FIVE // Pull on the other loose end of the cord to tighten 
the wrap. The loop area will almost be pulled inside the wrap. 
Trim the loose ends of the knot.

s q u a r e  k n o t
STEP ONE // Start with two filler cords (light grey) a lead cord 
(dark grey) and a follow cord (red). 

STEP TWO // Move the lead cord (dark grey) over the two filler 
cords, from left to right. Then pass it under the follow cord (red).

STEP THREE // Move the follow cord (red) under the two filler 
cords and over the lead cord, as you pull it out on the left.  Pull 
on both ends to tighten the knot. Make sure to hold the fillers as 
you tighten.

The first half of the knot is finished, which is sometimes called a 
Half Knot.

STEP FOUR // The lead and follow cords have now switched 
places, so the second half will be tied in the opposite direction. 
Move the lead cord (dark grey) on the right over the fillers and 
under the follow cord (red).

STEP FIVE // Move the follow cord under the fillers and over the 
lead cord. Then pull it out on the right. Tighten the second half of 
the Square Knot while holding the fillers.

STEP SIX // Your first Square Knot is complete! Now repeat this 
to make a ‘Sennit’.

NB. At XOXkit, you can often hear us chanting ‘over... under... 
under... over... over... under... under...’ while mindfully working on 
a macramé project. It keeps our Square Knots consistent!


